Whisky Tasting Guidelines - Jim Murray
These are high energy, fun events designed to get people to enjoy whisky to the absolute
maximum. Jim works carefully so people, whatever their level as a whisky enthusiast, will not feel
out of place and will end the evening not only having been entertained but feeling that their
understanding and appreciation of whisky has been greatly enhanced.

However, to ensure each tasting event is a success we have created some simple guidelines
which must be observed.

1.

No smoking. The smoking of cigars, cigarettes and pipes is strictly prohibited in the room in

which the event is taking place. For this reason Jim Murray never attends whisky and cigar
evenings.

2.

No food. To keep people's palates on full alert no food will be served during the event. The

aromas from the food being prepared and served can linger and confuse people whilst tasting.
Food can be served after the tasting, but the aromas of the preparation must be kept separate
from where the event is taking place.

3.

No other alcohol. Jim Murray does not carry out tastings in rooms where other drinks are

being served and sold. That includes public houses and bars, unless a dedicated room has been
provided with no bar service. Also, people attending the event will not be permitted to carry with
them to their tables wine, beer and other alcoholic beverages they obtained before or during the
event.

4.

Perfume. Guests, on buying tickets, will be asked to keep the aftershave or perfume they

wear to the event at an absolute minimum in order not to create nosing problems for others.

5. Intoxication. Anyone entering the room already looking under the influence of alcohol will be
asked to leave. Their money will be returned if need be. Drunkenness is the most likely thing to
prevent people from having an enjoyable evening and the strict monitoring of guests is vital.

6.

Spittoons. In order to help people enjoy their whisky to the full and to drink responsibly, Jim

encourages people to spit their whisky out as well as taste it. For this reason spittoons must be
provided on each table, at least one for every two guests.

7.

No ice. Under no circumstances can ice be provided for the whisky.

8.

Water. Water can be provided to each table to help guests clean their palates and, if

required, their glasses. Guests will be discouraged from adding water to their whisky for reasons
which will become apparent during the course of the tasting.

9.

Tasting glasses. All tasting glasses should be made of glass. Plastic glasses will not be

permitted. The glasses should be of a "tulip" style and sport stems. Not favoured are shot glasses
or squat Riedel and Glencairn glasses.

10.

Ticket only. Jim Murray Whisky Tastings must be ticket only events. He will not conduct

any tasting that is a turn up on the night, pay at the door affair. The events must be professionally
managed throughout and not left to chance.

11.

Guarantee. Fifty percent of the minimum agreed fee for the tasting must be paid to Jim

Murray in advance of the event.

12.

Supply of Whisky. All whisky will be supplied by Jim Murray with no costs to the organizer,

unless an agreement otherwise has been made.

13.

Photography. Photographers are allowed to take still pictures only, providing they are not

too obtrusive and do not annoy guests whilst doing so.

14.

Film, video and sound. Jim Murray works hard to protect his copyright and as such Jim

Murray Whisky Tastings cannot be filmed, videoed or recorded for television, radio and/or
commercial and private use unless permission has been granted in writing or by contract by Jim
Murray or his agent.

For details on fees please contact booking@whiskybible.com

